Welcome to the Batocera.linux Wiki!

To navigate this wiki, select one of the top-level topics from the main menu on the left hand side or use the search box in the upper right corner. If you're entirely new to emulation or Linux-based operating systems, you can instead use the navigation page, which offers short descriptions of each page title.

All pages are written in English, but you can use Google Translate from the menu at the top if you are more comfortable with a different language. Or if you want a good laugh with some funky translation 😁. Keep in mind some information that shouldn't be translated (like option names) might be translated as well when using this.

If you don't find relevant information here, you can also try our:

- main website
- Discord channel
- official Batocera subreddit
- official Facebook page
- official Twitter feed

Last but not least, if you want to support the project, please consider a donation through Paypal. Thank you!

“Why is this thing called Batocera?” – Because the creator of this project is an enthusiastic entomologist 🐜, and his son's favorite insect is a 🦢 batocera 🕷️.